OPTION ONE

FIXING METHOD OPTIONS:

1. FASTEN MATERIAL DIRECTLY TO METAL JOIST

2. INSTALL MATERIAL TO TOP CONDUIT, UTILIZE BEAM CLIPS TO HOLD TOP CONDUIT IN PLACE (NOT SHOWN)

CURTAIN FASTENED MECHANICALLY TO ANGLE BRACKET

ANGLE BRACKET ANCHORED TO METAL JOIST WITH SHOT PINS (HILTE) 24" O.C.

FIRE RESISTANT SMOKE CURTAIN MATERIAL (SEE SPECIFICATIONS)

MATERIAL TO BE SEALER TO ROOF TEE TO FORM SMOKE TIGHT SEAL

HIGH TENSILE CABLE TO AFIX TO END WALL

USSF FIXED IN PLACE DRAFT CURTAIN CONNECTION TO BEAM

FABRIC BROKEN OUT FOR CLARITY

SCALES: NONE

Project: UNTITLED
Product Name: FIXED CURTAIN

The: FIXED CURTAIN CONNECTION TO BEAM

Scale: NTS
Date: m/d/yy

# REVISION DATE BY